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MATTER OF AN ARBITRATION
CANADIAN NATIONAL RAn.. WAY
COMPANY
NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE. AEROSPACE,
TRANSPORTATION AND GENERAL
WORKERS UNION OF CANADA,
LOCAL 100

IN THE MATTER OF SEVERAL aRIEVANCES OF 1. FERRARO
ARlaITRATOR:

J.F.W. Weatherill

A earing in this matter was held at Toronto on June 21 and June 22, 2010.
~'t...'t,.....,a

for the union.

S. Rrudame! and F. Q'~i.ll, for the company.
I
I

AWARD

The Joint Statement ofIssue in this matter is as follows;
OnAp7115, 2005, CCI1' Mechanic H_Iper John Ferraro sustained
a workplace injury which resulted in a requirement for a
w07kplace accommodation. The union flied a number 01
grievances contending that Mr. FerrCl1'o has not been properly
accommodated pursuant to Rules 17, 23, 27.4 and 43. 1(a) of
Agreement II 12, the Canadian Human Rights A.ct and the
Employment Equity Act.
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- June J3, 2005
H

July 29, 2005
October 23, 20005
December 23, 2005
December 7,2006
January 4, 2007
March 10, 2009
Aprt124, 2009

The Union requeau that grlsvancu bl upheld and that th6
partie3 meet pursuant to Rule 17 to facilitate the retum to work
ofMr. Ferraro in a suitable position within eN RaiL Further
the Union 13 requuting that the grievor be made whole and that
compensatory damages be awarded to reflect thIJ seriousness of
the discrimination and harassment endured by the grievor at the
hands oltk. Company.
J

The Union also contentb that the Letter to File Issued on
October 22, 2004 amounted to a disCipline letter and as such
Mr. Ferraro was not afforded the contractual rights outlined in
Rule 27 to Notice, Fair and Impartial Investigatton and Union
representation. The Union requfsts that the Letter to Fi/e
placed in Mr. Ferraro '9 file be removed /rom all Company
records.
The Company disagrees with the Union's contention and has
decltned the Union "3 grievances.
I shall deal first with the "Letter to File" of October 22. 2004, refemd to in the
Join Statement On November 22, 2004. the unIon filed a step one grievance with
the ompany over the issue ofuthe attached letter ofdiscipline", which was sent to the
grieyor on October 22, 2004. At the hearing. the union sought an order ofproduction

oftlie letter by the company. The company advised that there was no such letter in
its possession, and that there was no reference to such a letter in the grievor's

r

disctp1ine record. Later, at the commencement of argument, the company argued that
the

had not been properly ref~ to arbitration. and so was not properly
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bejre me. This objection, which might have had merit ifraised in a timely fashIon,
d

not appear to have been raised until the beginning of the company·s argument

at e hearing. The matter is referred to in the Joint Statement of Issuet without any

ref~nce to a question of arbitrability,

In my view, this objection must be taken to

havb been waived, and I consider that the question of the "letter of discipline" is
pro erly before me.
It is the company's position that the letter is not one of discipline, but is a

"co ching lettet't and in my view, that position is correct. The letter (which does

app ar in the union's book of exhibits) states that the grievor's absenteeism was at
21. %, in excess of the industry standard, and was unacceptable. The company
adv cd the grievor that it expected immediate improvement, and that his attendance
wo Id be monitored. There is nothing in the material before me to indicate that the
should be read as a disciplinary measure, and nothing to suggest that it ever
app red in the grievor's discipline record. It is natural for an employer to be
ed about a bad attendance record, and perfectly proper for it to bring that

con ern to an employee's attention, and to oounsel him or her in that regard. To do
sim ly that, however, is not to itnpose any sort offormal discipline, and I cannot fmd
that any was imposed in this case. Accordingly, this first grievance must be
dis

ssed.

The union argued that the letter referred to above was the beginning of a
tic pattern of discrimination and harassment. I shall return to the questions
of d crimination and harassment later in this award, but as far as the "coaching» letter
is c neemed, nothing in the material before me supports the conclusion that the

grie~or-s attendance record was not a proper cause of concern, or that he was
som~how

singled out for counseling from among other employees whose records
3
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mi t also have been a cause for concern.

.. i The grievor. who was hired by the company on September 12. 1978, worked
at jC Oshawa Facility as Car Mechanic Helper at the material times. On April 5,

200i the griever fell backwards while attempting to open the doors ofa rail car, and
sust ined injuries to his back and neck. As a result of the accident, the grievor was
off ork for a hriefperiod, and when he retumed, was subject to certain limitations,

Wh~'h included no lifting of over ten pounds, no bending of neck or back and no
eli

ing. It was at first expected that these restrictions would be in effect for about

one month, but it became apparent that they would continue, and further

actodation became necassary.
I On June 13, 2005, the first of the grievances arising out of the grlevor's

acci~ent of AprU 5 wasliled.

It aUeged a violation of Rule 43.l(a) and "any other

rule that might apply", Rule 43.1 (a) is as follows:

It i.J agreed by the Company and 1M Union that there shall be
no discrimination or hara.rS1Yl,nt towards an IlmpJoye6 based on
the employee's age, marital statua, race, c%ur, national or
sthnic origin, political or religious ajJlliatton, sex,familystatus,
pregnancy, dtsahtlity, union membership, sexual orientation, or
conviction/or which a pardon has b,en granted.
I

The union referred to various incidents in support of its claim. One was that

the q,mpany appears to have investigated the accident of April 5th three times, twice

I

(one being a re.. enactment) on April 6 and once on April 9. While that may be
sug~ve

(although not very probative) of a certain scepticism on the part of the

com~any, it does not in itself amount to harassment or discrimination against the

grle-4or. Another was that the grievor was required, as part of his modified duties, to

4
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lift

~OCks weighing more that the llmit often pounds which had been imposed. In

fac4 when it was determined that somo of the chocks weighod 13,2 pounds, tho
gri orwas at once instructed not to lift them. A more serious complaint, in my view,
is at on May 6, 200S, the grievor received a letter from his supervisor advising him

to r ort to day shift on May 9 to complete his modified duties. The grievor had
wor ed the night shift for some time, and it was important to him to continue to do
inee otherwise he would have to make child care arrangements. While a change
'ft might in some cases be part of an appropriate accommodation arrangement,

arrangements are, in general. to be agreed on, and there was no such agreement
in

is case. Rule 17 of the collective agreement (which is consistent with the

sions of Part V of the Workplac. Softly and Insurancll Act) provides in Rule
17. as follows:

Employe'3 who have given long and faithful service In th,
employ ofths company and who have become unable to handle
h_avy work to advantap will b. givlln pr.forllnCIl of8'Uch light
work in their line as they are able to handle (subject to pension
regulation age limits) aa mutually agreed between the proper
officer of the Company and the rupecttve Regional VicePruident. Neither party shall unreasonably withhold their
agreement.

In my view, the unilateral change of shift in these circumstances was in
viol tlon ofthis Rule. (Some time later, because of declining business at Oshawa, the

nl t shift was abolished. The grievor could not reasonably expect to be assigned

ni~t shift duties afterthat.) At the time, however, the grievorwas adversely affected

by ¢e change, which is not justified on the material before me. This grievance will

accqrdingly be allowed in part.
By way of reliet: the union requested payment of lost shift differentials,

s
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payfnent for three days' lost wages, payment often thousand dollars on account of

dis~rimination and harassment and a requirement that all management involved take
a rdfresher course in human rights legislation. The payment of damages and the
giving of special directions in cases where there are findings of discrimination and

har ssment are matters to which I shall tum at the end of this award. The matter of
the laim for lost wages may be briefly dealt with at this point. The grievor was
abs t for three days, it is claimed, "due to management's decision to violate
res .ctions placed on him by his Doctor". This would appear to be a reference to the

tas of sorting chocks. As soon as it was realized that some of the chocks exceeded
eight limit, the grievor was directed not to lift those chocks, which would seem
to

easily identifiable. It cannot be said that the company deliberately sought to

vIo te the medical restrictions. Rather, the company sought to comply with them.
Th e is no merit in this aspect olthe grievance.

The next grievance referred to in the Joint Statement is that of July 29,2005.
Thi grievance also refers to Rule 43, and specifically alleges that the company "has
de onstrated discrimination and harassment against [the grievor] in its treatment of
h

on July 20, 200S. On that day the grievor, who was still subject to work

r~ctions (and has been at all times up to the present), was directed to "watch out
for trains,t while engineering employees were doing some track repairs at the Oshawa

~air Facility.

It would appear that this work would come under the scope of

another collective agreement That raises a question that will be dealt with later in

thislaward, but it was not the thrust of this particular grievance. While it does not
seetp. to be doubted that the grievor was physically capable of perfonning this work -

pro~ding what is known as "red flag" protection to employees working on tracks ..
it ~olved a knowledge of rules with which the grievor could not be expected to be

familiar, although he would, as an employee in the Mechanical Department, have
6

[viS

kno ledge of the «blue flag" rules, involving the locking-out of tracks being worked
on y employees, These rules are of the highest importance, vital to the safety of
em loyees working on tracks, On July 20 the grievor. quite rightly. questioned the
pro edures he was being asked to perform. The company appears to have considered
that a refusal to work, but it was not. The grievor was called immediately to an
tigation", which does not appear to have complied with Rule 27. In the course
of at discussion, the grievor asked if the company was willing to train him for the
sug ested work, a perfectly reaaonable question, At that point the company
disc ntinued the discussion and, in the words of the grievance, "the harassment was
dis ntinued and the Company ceased insisting he work for the Engineering
Dep

ent",

It is possible to consider the company's treatment of the grievor on that
ion as a mild form of harassment, although I think that the best characterization
ould be as a waste of time, particularly managerial time, although that ofoourse
is

e company's affair.

It was certainly not a well-considered effort at

ae mmodation to direct the grievor to perfonu an important safety function under
a sei of rules with which he was not familiar. Again, as in the previous grievance.
th

was no effort at compliance with Rule 17. The grievance should be allowed, but

I sh I deal with the matter of relief at the end of this award. In this particular
grie ance, the union requests that the company be directed to cease and desist from
disc 'mination and harassment against the grievor. This award will include such a
dir~tion,

A further grievance was filed on September 21, 2005, protesting the
assessment, on September 15. 2005, of 15 demerits against the grievor for failure to
proteotworkassignments on August 4, 8,11,12 and 15,2005. The 15 demerits were
7
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suJ equentIy withdrawn from the grievor's discipline record, and the matter of
dislpline is not before me. It is noteworthy, however, that at the investigatIon
preJeding the discipline (the investigation itself appears to have been in proper fonn)
the ievor was advised that the company's records indicated an absenteeism rate of
41. 8% for the period from August 4 through August 15, 2005. An absenteeism rate

as h gh as that would indeed be a cause for serious concern. if it were a rate calculated
some natural and reasonable period. But to calculate the rate from the start until
nd of the absences is of course meaningless. If an employee were absent on one
day his Uabsenteeism rate" for that day would be 100%1 The serious concern in this
cas is that the company would state the grievor's "rate" of absence in such a
mis eading way. While the matter of discipline itself is not before me, the company's
con uct in this instance may be considered an indication of negative animus towards
the

evor, and supports the union's contention that he was the subject ofharassment.
The third grievance before me Is dated October 23,2005. In that grievance,
evor protests the company's failure to return him to his pre-accident duties and
foIIowing his presentation, on Ootober 6, of a WSIB Functional Abilities Form,

and his assertion at that time that his own doctor had stated he could return to pre-ac . ent duties subject to not working in tri-Ievel cars. The grievance also refers to
an

Iier accommodation in March, 2000, by which the grievor would perform door

ope~ing duties. It may be that in 2000 the grievor was properly accommodated in
res~fect of disabilities he may have had at that time, but that was Bve years prior to the
acci ent which led to the grievorts present condition. (The company's response in
res ~Iect ofthe 2000 accommodation - that it became null and void when the supervisor
invqlved was transfezred .. is obviously quite illogical. That response was given by
the Mechanical Supervisor, now retired, who may be thought, from a number of the
grievances in which he was in some way involved, to have had a negative attitude
8
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tow rd the grievor.) The accommodation reached in 2000 was no longer effective,
b

use the grievor's condition had changed.

He now required a different

odation, and the union's reliance on the 2000 accommodation was

The company's reply to the grievance included the statement that the griev~r
ot in fact provided a return to work form stating that he was ready to return to
~ury duties, and that all his

forms indicated that he could only perform duties as

ed. The Functional Abilities Fonn does not appear in the materials before me,
and t is clear from the grievance itself that the grievor remained subject to some
ions. The case for his return at that time to his pre-accident duties has not been
out. It appears again, however, that no serious consideration had been given to

Rul 17, or to any genuine efforts at accommodation.
The grievance claims payment for childcare, a return to the pre-accident
post on, and the payment of ten thousand doIIars damages. The basis of this
gri

ce has not been established, and these claims cannot be granted.
The fourth grievance is dated December 23, 200S, and alleges the company

imp~lY imposed a restriction on the grievor's work as a car door opener. The
griefance itself indicates the company was imposing a restriction which was not
inc0luistent with those referred to above. While the same relief is claimed as in the

prev~ous grievance, the material before me does not establish any particular improper
acti~n on the part of the company. While the grievance itself appears to be largely
withj:)Ut merit, and will be dismissed, the correspondence relating to it indicates a
contJnuing failure to address the grievor' s need for acconunodation in an orderly way,
as required by Rule 17 and the legislation, and this is something properly to be taken
9
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intol account in assessing the totality of the grievances and is the fundamental

qu~on

presented to me.

I
The fifth grievance is dated December 7, 2006. It would appear that the
or had been at work, on modified duties and apparently still on the day shift, for
time, although there appears to have been

nO

lonnal accommodation as

plated by the collective agreement. A number of the foregoing grievances had
submitted for arbitration, but there does not appoar to have been any progress in
so . g them down for hearing. The grievor had, as will appear, been absent ..
app entIy as a result of the AprilS, 2005, ~ury - and sought to return to work in
earl December. The substance of tho grievance (addressed to the then Mechanical

Sup rvisor) is as follows:
to his disabtItty, [the grievorJ was absent .from the
workplace as o/November 13, 2006. On November 30, 2006 he

DUB

spo'" with you and informed you that he would be returning to
actlv. service aa ofDece.mber 04, 2006 and was instructed by
you to present a doctor's note at that time Indicating whe.ther or
not h. requir,d r.strlct.d duti.s (facilitation). On thl8 date, h'
also requested a Rule J7 accommodation. He. arrived on the 41h,
gave you the requested note and included a letter advising you
that he was initiating a WSIB claim in relation to hia injwy that
precipitated hta diaability (until that time he was In "ceipt of
dLrabtltty benefttfrom GWL). He was told to walk through bllevel rail car8 and impact chockf, which M did. On Dtlcembel"
05, 2006 he waa informed by way oftelephonefromyou that he

war net to "portlor work that day as you claimed the nature 01
his restrtctto1tffrom hiJ doctor's note. were not clear.
[Thll grievorJ is pr,sently at home receiving no monies from
eN, WSIB or OWL.

The reliefclaimed is accommodation, and the payment offive thousand dollars
10
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comtensation.
The material before me includes a copy of the doctor's note. which states that
.evor "may return Dec 4 on modified duties: no lifting/no bending/no pushingtt.
Th would appear to be sufficiently clear to me. And while~ in the circumstances, the
com any might have been entitled to require the grievor to undergo further medical
• atio~

ex!

it was not justified in holding him off work. The griev~r is entitled to

com ensation for loss of work at that time, and of course it is clear that

odation was required. The grievance is allowed to that extent This is not an

insta ce in which an award of damages for pain and suffering is called for.
On December 6_ 2006, the grievor's doctor signed a Return to Work -

R

ctions report, indicating the grievor was fit for modified duties from December

4.

e company then prepared a Transitional Work Plan which provided for the
or to work on modified duties on the day shift, starting December 18. The work

plan itself recognizes the grievor's disabilities and was no doubt a sincere effort on
the p

of those who prepared it to accommodate the grievor. There is, however, no

ation for the grievor's being held off work until December 18, nor for his
ent to the day shift. Such plans were prepared on more than one occasion.

may have been good plans, but they were not prepared having regard to the
cons tative procedure called for by Rule 17.

I The sixth grievance is dated January 4,2007. The substance of the grievance
is s~ out as follows:
!

On or about December 15, 2006 {the grievorJ was contacted by
a representative of the return to work committee eN RAIL,
regarding his deJire to return to work. He was advued by said
11
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per30n to return to work on December 18 on the day shift. Htl
Informed said person that his regular job is on th. night shift
dus to child car. reasons, including ths cost.

This gist ofthe grievance is the company's failure to accommodate the grievor
is assigned shift. Again, compensation for lost shift differentials and child care
, as well as damages of ten thousand dollars are claimed. As in the first

anee, and as in the case of the Transitional Work Plan just referred to, there

to have been no compliance with Rule 17, and, in the case of this grievance
t, the company appears to have made no reply at either the :first or second stage.

In ese circumstances, the only conclusion can be that the failure to return the grievor
to h regular shift is unexplained and was improper. The grievance is allowed to that

exte t although. again, I will deal with the matter of the relief to which the grievor
will be entitled at the end of this award.

The seventh grievance is dated March 10,2009, and relates to the company's
"un lateral reassigning [the grievor] to a position outside the bargaining unit". The
reli f sought is that the grievor be returned "to his agreed upon facilitated position at
the shawa Terminal, within his rightfully representative Bargaining Unit", and paid

ages often thousand dollars for pain and suffering.
Both parties agree that there had been a meeting in December of2007 at which

an a commodation for the grIevor was agreed. The grievance describes that meeting
as f111ows:

In December 2007, an Agreement 12/ Rule 17 meeting between
tM CA Wand CN was conv~ned for the purpose 01
accommodating/integrating [the grievor} hack into the
workplace. Hu current workplace dutiej at the Oshawa
12
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Terminal were mutually agreed to as being an appropriate job
aJsignment.

The grievance then makes the following allegation:

The arbitrarily made decision to abolish this job and to forcs
him into another waa made In violation ofRule 17. There was
no discussion or meeting, as per RuleI7, in regard to moving
him to another pO$ition within th8 Agreement 12 Shopcraft
group, let alons another bargaining unit.

The grievance makes the further allegation that the company has transferred
.evor because of his activities as the

Co

wsm

representative on the Local

'ttee.

The company's response to the substance of the grievance was as follows:

There has been a significant downturn in the operations at the
Oshawa terminal where the grievor is employed. The
Company's decision to place the grievor on the position a/Crew
Dispatcher was to ensure that he was afforded productive,
meaningfUl work. Further the position o/Crew Dispatcher was
sedentary in nature and did not r.quir. any heavy lifting.
pushing, pulling or rep,titiv, b,ndlng and a.g such foil w,II

within the grievor 's physical restrictio1l3.
I

I

In fact, the grievor £'ailed the training for the Crew Dispatcher position and was

not ~pointed to it, The decision by the company to send the grievor for training was
not, in my view, arbitraxy: there had in fact been a significant reduction in operations
at Oshawa at the time, and it was reasonable for the company to conclude that the
grievor's modified duties were unproductive. As well, while it is alleged that the
grievor's union responsiblities were the motivation for the company's action, the mere
13
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alle adon is not proof of such a serious charge, and there is no other proofbefore me,
exc t to the extent that a pattern of animus against the grievor may appear - a matter
will be dealt with later in this award, and which is not the same as any animus
the union as such. with respect to which there is no proof whatsoever.

t

The union argued that the fact that the grievor had failed training as a
Di ateber on two previous occasions (in 1997 and in 2007) shows that the company
kne he would fail and that sending him for training was simply a ruse to move him

his job. That is not a persuasive argument, and may equally be said to show that

mpany was still hopetul about the grievor, and willing to dedicate its resources
to p ovide a further opportunity. rfthe training failed, the company, and the union,

d again have to concern themselves with his accommodation. Had the grievor
ded, it would indeed have been, as the company said in its letter of March 3,

200 ,"an excellent opportunity for you to continue your employment with eN". In
my riew, that does not constitute, as the grievance alleged, an "insinuation and
thre.t".
,

I

Thejob ofDispatcher. had the grievor qualified for it. is in another baraainini

unit~ although that unit is represented by another local of tho same union. While one

would expect efforts would at first be made (as they were) to find work for a disabled
empJoyee within his or her bargaining unit, I agree with arbitrator Picher in eRDA
342~, where he says:

It is well established that the obligation to fznd a suitable
assignment extends beyond the position currently occupied by
the emp/oyetl, and could even include cusigning the person in
qU8stion to a vacant position in another traM and another
bargaining unit.
14
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For the foregoing reasons, the seventh grievance is dismissed.
The eighth grievance dated April 24111, 2009 protests the company hunilaterally

reas igning [the grievor] to perform duties out of his scope of work and at another
·nal". The grievanoe also alleges a violation of Rule 17. The only serious
.on here is that the griev~r was unilaterally reassigned. There appears to have

aIle

beJ no attempt to comply with Rule 17, and to that extent this grievance, like some

othJrs dealt with in this award, must be allowed. Assignment to duties out of the

SOOE'
e of work, however, can scarcely be considered in itself a violation of the
ent where it is the obligation of the employer - with the cooperation of the

agr

gri or and the union - to find some work which a disabled employee can perform

pr~UctiveIY, whether or not it is within the soope ofhis olassification (although that
WO~ld be looked to first) and whether or not it is at the same work site (although that
too ould be looked at first).

On Maroh 25, 2009 the company assigned the grievorto attend a three-hour
clas room training session for pull-by train inspections. That was followed by a threeho practical training session on site. On completion of the training the grievor was

adv

that he had been suooessful. and was a qualified pull-by inspector. He was

assi~ed to such duties at the Macmillan Yard Inspection Repair Centre on a schedule

of 'r:OOh - 00:00 hours, with assigned rest days Tuesday and Wednesday.
I

The work of pull-by inspector was thus work which the grievor was qualified

to d~. It must be considered to be "productive,t work, and it would appear, in itself,
to Have come within the grievoes physical restrictions.

It appears that the

circmnstances in which the work was performed, which included travel around the
15
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yarJ in a vehicle, caused the grievor considerable pain, and in that respect the

ac~mmodation was not successful.

The transfer of the grievor to a job which

app~ed to be a proper accommodation, was not in itself a violation ofms seniority
righ ,as wu also claimed in the grievance. As noted with respect to the previous

ance, accommodation of an employee with a disability or restriction may involve
ch ge of occupation or of work location. It may also affect seniority rights, even,

necessary, those of other employees. The assertion in the grievance that the

or's assigrunent was a violation of his seniority rights is simply inappropriate in

e like this.
In the step two grievance submission the union amended the clahn for relief
elude a claim for ten thousand dollars punitive damages, as well as for the

to

diffi rence in wages, and for a Rule 17 meeting. There is no basis in this case for a
claiIh for punitive damages, and it appears the grievor was paid the wages set out in
the tollective agreement for the work he was performing. The claim in respect of
I

RuI~ 17, however, is justified, and it is no answer for the company to say, as it did in

its s p two reply, that U a Rule 17 meetfngwas not h,ld but the union WQ3jidly aware

oft circumstances o/the workplace accommodation/or the grievor

II,

Not to have

hel a Rule 17 meeting was a violation of the collective agreement, and to that extent
this

.evance is allowed.
I turn now to the question of a "pattern" of animus against the grievor.
While it was, in a general way, argued that throughout the series of grievances

and other events dealt with above, the company was out to get the grievor, in part at
least because of his union activities, I have indicated with respect to many of these
instances that I consider there to be little if any substance to such claims. In some
16
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ces, however, the most probable explanation ofwhat occurred is that a company
isor did not believe, or simply did not like the grievor - that he was impatient
wit him and irritated by him. Having regard to all of the material before me, I do not

co ider that the matter of discrimination goes further than that It has not been
ests Iished, on the balance of probabilities. that the grievorwas discriminated against
use of his union activities.
I do, however, consider that the grievor was., in some of these instances,

to what I have referred to above as a mild degree of harassment The

unit teral decision to change his shift in May, 2005; the decision to investigate him
in

ly, 2005, when he quite properly questioned an unsafe assignment; the

mts eading statement of his rate of absenteeism in September, 2005; holding the
grie or offwork from December 5 to 18,2006, when he had produced an appropriate
doctor's note and, throughout much of the period covered by these grievances, the
continual failure to comply with Rule 17: all these establish, in my view, a course alth ugh not a 'systematic'one .. of harassment of the grievor.
The common theme in these grievances. although not an entirely consistent
one is the failure to comply with Rule 17 of the collective agreement. There have at
f

as noted above, been meetings and at least in one instance agreements, which

wer in compliance with that Rule. For the most part, however, the company has
ac

unilaterally. It does not appear always to have had the full cooperation of the

grie or or of the union, although such cooperation is, as the arbitration cases indicate,
an bligation. The company is quite correct in arguing. as it does, that it would be
ina~roprfate to place the griever in a position beyond his work restrictions. Of

ooJsc the whole purposo of the exercise contemplated by Rule 17, and by the
reletant legislation, is to find an accommodation for the griev~r in a position which
17
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thin his work restrictions. Tho company did make efforts to do this. but as I have

in~~ated, it rarely did so in cooperation with the grievor and the union.

In argument. the company suggests that the grievor himself "failed to attempt
the ccommodation of Crew Dispatcher". That is a reference to the seventh grievance
disc sed above. The grievor failed, as he had done before, the training for that
pos' on. It has not been shown that he failed deliberately, although it is possible that
he id not put forward the effort required (as he was obliged to do). I make no
find ng in this regard. The company argued that the grievor "failed to attempt" that
ac mmodation, but the material before me does not establish that allegation. The
com any referred to the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Central

Oka agan School DiJtrtct No. 23 v. Renaud, (1992) 95 D.L.R. (4th) 577, where the
held that an employee is obliged to accept reasonable accommodation, and
wh

the employee does not do that, the duty to accommodate is discharged. In the
t case, it has not been shown that the grievor "refused to accept reasonable

ace mmodatlonIt when he failed his training as a Dispatcher. I have noted earlier that
a position may well have constituted a reasonable accommodation, and it is
per aps unfortunate that it was not anived at by mutual agreement following a Rule

At the time of the hearing of these matters, no accommodation for the grievor
had been found.

The grievor is in a program of Labour Market Re-.EntIy

reh ilitation. sponsored by the W.S.I.B. The company argues that it has discharged

its d ty to accommodate the grievor by sponsoring that rehabilitation. That argument
wo d be valid, had the company complied with Rule 17 in a regular and systematic
way, and accepted the many grievances over its failure to do so. As it is, none of the
material before me permits the conclusion that reasonable accommodation of the
18
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grie or was not possible without undue hardship on the company. It would appear
that e last position offered the grievor was that of perfonning roll..by inspections.
Suc work would appear to have been within his restrictions. but other aspects of the
job aused undue pain. There appears to have been no effort by the parties jointly to

atte pt to resolve this problem (although the union had some suggestions), and the

end fthe grievor's employment with the company is approaching. shortly before he
wo d be able to retire.
For all of the foregoing reasons, and as noted above with respect to individual
ances, success in these matters is mixed. The grievor has been, as I have found,
sed, and it is directed that such harassment cease. The chango of the grievor's
to day shift in May, 200S, might possibly have been appropriate in the context

of a proper accommodation following a Rule 11 meeting. but no such meeting was
hel and the justification for such a unilateral change was not made out Accordingly,
the

.evor is entitled to payment of shift premiums in respect of all hours actually

wor ed from then until the abolition of the night shift. He is also entitled to payment
for hifts from which he was improperly held offwork during the periods involved
in e December 7.2005 and January 4,2007 grievances.

As to damages in respect of harassment, I consider the inclusion of some
amo t in respect of child care payments appropriate under this head, although most
of

f

e claims for damages in respect of harassment and discrimination are

exa gerated. There is no basis for a direction with respect to management training.

and note that matter is not included in the Joint Statement My award in this respect
is

t the company pay the grievor the sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00).

Finally, it is my further award that the parties meet forthwith, pursuant to Rule
19
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the collective agreement, and in compliance with legislative requirements, to
pt, in a creative way, to find appropriate employment for the grievor, in
a

rdance with what is said by arbitrator Ready in SliP 567 and in the cases oited

the in. The grievor is directed to cooperate fully and to make a serioua and

sub

tial effort to have this endeavour succeed, knowing this will involve

I retain jurisdiction to determine any questions arising with re3peCt to the
app cation of the foregoing. and to complete the award as may be necessary.

DA

AT OITAWA, this lSIb day of July, 2010,

Arbitrator

';:t; I??
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